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SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE

AGENDA

3RD Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Wednesday 24 January 2001

The Committee will meet at 10.00am in The Hub, Castlehill, Royal Mile, Edinburgh

1. Questions for witnesses (in private): The Committee will consider its lines of
questioning for Scottish Tenants Organisation, Tenants Information Services,
Tenants Participation Advisory Service, Ardler Steering Group and Scottish
Trades Union Congress.

2. Item to be taken in private: The Committee will consider whether item 5 is taken
in private.

3. Housing (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will take evidence on the general
principles of the Bill at Stage 1 from representatives from—

Scottish Tenants Organisation

Tenants Information Services

Tenants Participation Advisory Service

Ardler Steering Group.

The Committee will take evidence on the general principles of the Bill at Stage 1
from representatives from—

Scottish Trades Union Congress.

4. Housing (Scotland) Bill (in private): The Committee will consider its
conclusions following the taking of evidence.

5. Petition: The Committee will further consider how it proceeds with PE242, a
petition by Action of Churches Together In Scotland, Scottish Refugee Council
and Amnesty International calling for the Scottish Parliament to give asylum
seekers rights of access to various support services and to amend legislation to
restore the entitlement of asylum seekers to accommodation and cash based
support.



Lee Bridges
Clerk to the Committee

Tel. 0131 348 5211
email: lee.bridges@scottish.parliament.uk

***********************
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 The Tenants Information Service (TIS) welcomes the opportunity to
address the Social Justice Committee regarding the Housing (Scotland)
Bill.  TIS is an independent training and advice organisation working with
tenants organisations throughout Scotland and only takes up policy
positions on issues regarding tenant participation.  This briefing paper will
therefore focus on sections of the Bill dealing with tenant participation.

2.0 Statutory Rights to Tenant Participation

2.1 TIS was commissioned by the Scottish Executive to consider options and
make recommendations on how a statutory right to tenant participation
could be introduced in Scotland.  TIS consulted with a wide range of
tenants’ groups, tenants’ federations, landlords and housing agencies and
reported in June 2000.  The report concluded there was widespread
consensus amongst tenants and landlords to introduce a statutory right to
tenant participation.

2.2 TIS welcomes the proposals in the Housing Bill as a useful framework to
promote tenant participation in Scotland.  The introduction of  a “ Capacity
for Change” initiative will provide much needed resources to develop
meaningful participation throughout Scotland.

2.3 The Scottish Executive has taken into account some of the
recommendations from the TIS report in finalising its proposals for the
Housing Bill.  However, the emphasis in the Bill is on consultation rights
and not participation rights.  Consultation provides an opportunity for
tenants to comment on worked out proposals; participation affords tenants
an opportunity to take part in discussion with their landlord about the
issue/problem and to work out a shared approach to the proposal. The TIS
research highlighted that it is tenant participation that tenants want, as this
offers more scope to influence housing policies, housing conditions and
housing services.  The National Strategy for Tenant Participation
“Partners in Participation”, launched in April 1999, recommended that a
statutory right to tenant participation, matched by duties on landlords
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would be introduced by the Scottish Parliament.  Therefore, tenants have
an increased expectation that the Bill will introduce participation rights for
the first time in Scotland.  TIS recommends that the Bill is developed a
stage further to introduce tenant participation rights and suggests that the
following points be incorporated into the Bill, to form a basis upon which
good tenant participation practice can be sustained.

3.0 Tenancy Agreement, Information and Consultation (Section 18)

3.1 Subsection (6) of this section, outlines the areas of information that
landlords ( under the Scottish secure tenancy) must provide tenants with,
on request. TIS recommends that “ information about the landlords
decision making structures and how these operate and how tenants can
be involved in the decision making processes,” should be added to this
subsection.

4.0 Tenant Participation (Section 45)

4.1 In subsection (1) of this section, landlords have a duty to prepare a tenant
participation strategy , as directed by Scottish Ministers.  TIS recommends
that the Bill should add “thereafter the strategy should be implemented by
landlord having regard to any guidance produced by the Scottish
Ministers.”

4.2 Subsection (2), states that a tenant participation strategy should include
an assessment of the resources required for participation, but no formal
requirement to provide the funding required.  TIS recommends that in
addition to assessing resources that landlords should have a duty to
provide resources for participation, taking into consideration available
resources.

4.3 In order to give participating tenants and Registered Tenants
Organisations (RTO’s) legal rights to participate it is recommended that
the following statutory duties be included in subsection (2) of Section 45:

• Tenant participation strategy must include how RTO’s and other
participating tenants will have access to information, including
information about how the landlord is governed,  to ensure effective
participation.

• Tenant participation strategy must include how a landlord intends to
involve RTO’s and other participating tenants in the decision making
processes at local and district levels.

• Tenant participation strategy must include how RTO’s and other
participating tenants will be involved in planning and agreeing the
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policy review agenda and the introduction of /or alteration of existing
policies and standards.

• Tenant participation strategy must include how a landlord intends to
provide RTO’s and other participating tenants with advance notice on
how and when decisions will be taken, which will affect the provision,
management and maintenance of the housing stock and to ensure
adequate time is given to allow meaningful participation.

• Tenant participation strategy must include how RTO’s and other
participating tenants may become involved in dialogue and have
access to the governing body of the landlord.

The above duties are essential to good participation practice.  They relate
clearly to the agreed national strategy principles.

5.0 Consultation with Tenants and Registered Tenants Organisations
(Section 46)

5.1 This creates a duty on landlords to notify groups of changes/reviews to
policies but does not state that this has to be done within a reasonable
timescale.  TIS recommends that “within a reasonable timescale” requires
to be added to this subsection of the Bill.

5.2 Subsection (2), outlines the list of areas that landlords should consult with
tenants.  However, there is no reference to budgets, finance and rent
setting and TIS recommends that this be incorporated into this subsection
of the Bill.

6.0 Rights to Access Information

6.1 Sections 45 and 46 of the Housing Bill will apply to all local authorities and
registered social landlords.  TIS therefore recommends that the rights to
access information that secure tenants currently have under local authority
statutes should be extended to apply to all social rented sector tenants in
Scotland.

7.0 Tenant Management Agreements (Section 47 and 48)

7.1 TIS welcomes the further detail given about the Right to Manage.  It
should be noted that, in the many years that this right has been available,
it’s uptake has been limited.  The main reason for this has been the lack of
resources to invoke the right in a meaningful way.  A right to manage
requires to be matched by development funding.
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8.0 Conclusion

8.1 TIS welcomes the proposals in the Housing Bill as a starting point for
promoting tenant participation in Scotland.  However, the emphasis in the
Housing Bill is on consultation rights and not participation rights.  TIS
recommends that the Bill is developed a stage further to introduce tenant
participation rights to ensure that effective, meaningful participation is a
right for tenants.  TIS would like an opportunity to further discuss how this
could be achieved.

Ilene Campbell
Tenants Information Service
January 2001



 TPAS Evidence to the Social Justice Committee on the
Scottish Housing Bill – 24th January 2001

1.Introduction

1.1 The Tenant Participation Advisory Service are delighted to be
given the opportunity to give evidence to the Social Justice
Committee on the Scottish Housing Bill.   TPAS is a national
voluntary organisation.  We are a membership organisation
controlled by a Board of representatives from our membership
of tenants and landlords.

1.2 This briefing and the evidence to be presented was the result of
discussions held by the Board at their training weekend on 13th

and 14th January 2001.

1.3 The Board is pleased that the Scottish Executive are raising the
profile of housing in Scotland and welcome many aspects of the
Bill.  They discussed 3 areas of the Bill at the training weekend,
this briefing will therefore cover: Tenant Participation, the
Scottish Secure Tenancy and the Right to Buy.

2. Tenant Participation

2.1 TPAS are pleased that tenant participation is included in the Bill
and that by its inclusion is given due recognition of its
importance.  We are equally pleased that tenant participation is
to be supported in the immediate future by the Capacity for
Change initiative.  This will provide much needed resources to
develop tenant participation.

2.2 We supported the TIS research into the registration of Tenants
Groups.  We welcome its inclusion in the Bill and would



welcome timescales laid down for the scheme to be in place.
We see an essential role for the Partners in Participation
working group in developing a framework for registration for
landlords and tenants.

2.3 The National Strategy – Partners in Participation refers to a
Statutory right for tenants, this does not appear explicitly in the
Bill, our fear is that landlords may impose their own
interpretation.  This should be addressed with Secondary
Legislation.

2.4 The Bill notes that landlords should have regard to any
representations made by a tenant or tenants organisation on a
range of proposals, we welcome this but would add that
landlords must give reasons if they do not include tenants
representations.

2.5 We welcome the requirement to produce tenant participation
strategies and an assessment of the resources required to
make them effective, but there is no further requirement for
resourcing of the tenants strategies, we feel this should be
added.

3. The Scottish Secure Tenancy

3.1 We welcome the introduction of a single tenancy for Scotland.

3.2 We welcome the inclusion of right to information, but would add
that tenants should be reminded of this right annually, and that
standards of good practise be added and guidance given.

3.3 Changes to succession rights are seen as positive, except for
the lessening of rights for co-habitees, but feel that additional
incentives could be included to encourage moving to a more
appropriate home.

3.4 TPAS welcome the exclusion of 3 months rent arrears and
lenders rights to vacant possession as grounds for
repossession.



4. The Right to Buy

4.1 TPAS is aware of the additional restrictions extensions of
timescales regarding the extension of the Right to Buy but
would welcome the addition of house size in “pressured areas”.

5. Final comments

5.1 Secondary Legislation – TPAS would welcome similar
opportunities for consultation on Secondary Legislation.

5.2 We welcome the requirement for tenants of RSLs to be
consulted and to consent to any transfer to a new landlord.



Summary of STUC points re the Housing (Scotland) Bill

The main points which will be made in the opening statement are:

*The STUC notes the assumption that the housing stock transfer will go
ahead. It rejects the view that the transfer is the only solution for the
future of Scotland's housing.

*We wish to examine the alternatives to transferring council housing.

*We are concerned at the new role of Scottish Homes in particular their
record in relation to  DLO's.

*The STUC is concerned about the local authorities who do not transfer and
the creation of a two tier system.

*Problems in relation to TUPE will be highlighted.

*Regarding Repair and Improvement Grants, we believe that provision should be
made to deter unprofessional and shoddy builders and a possible method will be
outlined.

*As there is less and less social housing available for communities the STUC does
not favour the automatic right to buy.


